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which was now avoided in conversation While the clock
chimed in Avignon, or the arrival of another day was struck
by the deep notes of Notre Dame des Doms, his spirit went
back to the trenches, to dug outs and billets, to field dressing
stations, to No Man s Land into which he had crawled on
night raids \vith comrades who were now mostly dead The
whole drama of the war, the sound of enormous gunfire, the
sharp refak of the soixante gmnzes, the chatter of machine
guns, the crack of a sniper s bullet, came into this book lined
room when his imagination was jerked back to his years as
an officer of the Chasseurs The very stench of war was in
his nostrils again
Sharply etched on his mind s eye were impressions which
he had hardly noticed at the tune, but which now became
extraordinarily vivid, as though he saw them with a new
and intense interest, framed by his window curtains m the
dark sky above the roofs of Avignon at night—impressions of
scenes in Fort Douaumont and Vaux, during the battle of
Verdun, and in the chateau of Vermelles, that time he had
snatched the Venus from its pedestal to use as a weapon, and
in Notre Dame de Lorette before the English had taken over
the line below Vimy
Little details came back to his remembrance, trivial
episodes, momentary glimpses of unimportant things There
was a nightingale in Notre Dame de Lorette It kept on
singing above the gunfire He had even seen it for a second
on a bough lit up by lund flashes It continued to sing a
love-song to its mate, careless of human warfare It must
have given him a thrill at the time, though he had only just
remembered it again
He remembered the faces of dead boys, some of them
extraordinarily tranquil, as though they had gone to sleep
and were having a pleasant dream, others mangled and
smashed He remembered the face of a young German
$oldier lying across the step of a ruined chapel somewhere
in the neighbourhood of Noyons Armand had stepped

